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WEB-CONNECTED SIGNPOST OFFERS DYNAMIC NEWS, INFO AND
DIRECTIONS
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Points is a web-enabled public signpost that provides dynamic directions,
as well as location-relevant news and information from online feeds.
Tech ﬁrm BREAKFAST have been covered on these pages before, after the launch of the Instaprint
– a device for events that automatically prints images from Instagram hashtag feeds in real time.
Returning with another blend of oﬄine and online innovation, the team has now created Points, a
web-enabled public signpost that provides dynamic directions, as well as location-relevant news and
information from online feeds.
On the surface, Points looks like a traditional street signpost, with three arms acting as a navigation
aid for passersby. Instead of remaining static, however, the arms are connected to a rotor
mechanism allowing them to swing around to point in diﬀ erent directions. Each arm also has its own
LED display, capable of showing illuminated text and symbols. Through a panel below the signs,
users can select the type of information they’d like to see, such as local food vendors, the nearest
transport options, and even trending Twitter hashtags for nearby events. The device uses an
accelerometer and GPS to accurately position its pointers and keeps track of news and social media
feeds to provide the most up-to-date information. The video below shows Points in action:

The device was designed with events in mind, and can keep passersby updated with current and
upcoming happenings in a way that traditional signposts can’t. BREAKFAST have only created one
Points signpost so far – which can be rented for events such as conferences and festivals for an
agreed fee – although the project could expand in the future. Are there other items of street
furniture that could be made more useful with an ‘internet of things’ makeover?
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